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1 Overview

Muonium (Mu)—a radioactive hydrogen atom with a positive
muon as its nucleus—is formed in a range of media when these
are irradiated with positive muons. This exotic hydrogen iso-
tope may be thought of as a second radioisotope of hydrogen—
after tritium. Addition of this light atom to unsaturated organic
molecules forms free radicals, in which the muon serves as a
radioactive probe of their kinetic and structural properties.
Suitable examples are chosen to illustrate the very large func-
tionality of organic radicals which have been measured using
muons; the techniques employed, collectively termed µSR
(MuSR), are outlined from a chemical point of view. Particular
applications of the MuSR methods are described, including the
mechanisms for radical formation, the measurement of radical
stabilisation energies, kinetics of reactions of free muonium

atoms and of free radicals, and the structural and mechanistic
interpretation of reaction rates. It is further shown that MuSR
is most useful in measuring radical reaction rates in non-
aqueous media, to provide information of relevance to cell
membrane damage and repair. Muonium may further be used
as a mechanistic probe since it determines a true pattern of
H-atom reactivity in molecules, against which results from simi-
lar radiolysed materials may be compared. The application of
MuSR in studying the reorientation of reactive radicals on
reactive surfaces forms the subsequent part of the review: con-
sidered specifically are radicals in zeolites, in clays and in silica
particles, and in porous carbons, in their role as intermediates in
catalytic systems (hydrocarbon cracking and oxidation), and in
atmospheric aerosol chemistry.

2 Introduction

The involvement of free-radicals in Nature is so widespread
that they have entered not only the scientific but the public
consciousness. Nonetheless, studying radicals, especially reac-
tive radicals, as they frequently are, is rather difficult. Most
physical-organic chemists are familiar with ESR (electron spin
resonance)—now often dubbed EPR (electron paramagnetic
resonance)—as a principal means for detecting radicals, but
even this powerful method often lacks the sensitivity required to
accomplish the task. There are, however, methods available for
the detection of radicals with enormous sensitivity and speci-
ficity which are given the collective acronym µSR (MuSR).
All the MuSR methods involve a radiolabelling strategy,
since they rely upon the addition of the light hydrogen atom
“muonium”—a radioactive hydrogen atom with a positive
muon as its nucleus, having a mass 19th that of a protium atom—
to an organic substrate. Muonium may be considered, there-
fore, to be a second radioisotope of hydrogen, after tritium, but
it is much shorter-lived (tritium has a mean lifetime of 17.7
years, but muonium lives for just 2.2 microseconds!).

In addition to its property of radioactive decay, the muon
also has spin, and therefore experiments akin to those of con-
ventional magnetic resonance may be undertaken. However, the
experiments which are rendered possible by muons are unique,
and have no practicable counterpart in more conventional
techniques. In particular, the feature of single-particle-counting
methods being used in combination with nuclear spins which
are 100% polarised (i.e. vastly in excess of the Boltzmann fac-
tor!) permits unparalleled sensitivity regarding reactive radicals.
Through the incisiveness of these methods, knowledge in the
field of free radical chemistry has been gained that would be
unachievable using the more established methods of EPR and
its relatives.

In order to do such experiments, it is necessary to obtain
access to one of the several muon facilities which are distrib-
uted around the world, particularly the Paul Scherrer Institute
(PSI; Switzerland); the ISIS facility at the Rutherford Appleton
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Laboratory (RAL; UK); TRIUMF (Canada) and KEK
(Japan). My group works mainly at PSI and RAL. As is usual
with sophisticated techniques, we have borrowed MuSR from
the physicists, and it is they who remain by far the greatest in
number as muon users. Nonetheless, muon chemistry has been
active for over two decades, and much has been accomplished
through its agency, as this review aims to show. Before I began
writing this article, it was impressed upon me that I should
focus on the physical-organic aspects of MuSR; consequently,
the review material is chosen in an attempt to trace the essential
development of this area. There is some arbitrary element of
selection in this, but the coverage begins in the mid-1980’s,
when free-radical kinetics and structural studies of radicals
were of paramount focus. They remain important topics, but
have developed, in hand with prevailing technology, into unique
investigations of free-radical processes on reactive surfaces, in
efforts to comprehend the involvement of radicals as reactive
intermediates in zeolites catalysis and in reactions of pollutants
on solid atmospheric aerosols. Due to the power of MuSR
methods, although my own background is in EPR, my research
group has become increasingly involved in the techniques of
MuSR, especially in regard to catalytic systems and in hetero-
geneous environmental processes, and for the measurement of
free radical reaction rates pertinent to biological membrane
damage and repair. These are all topics whose investigation we
could not have attempted without muons.

I have tried to minimise the duplication of re-reviewing
material which already exists in the detailed and lucid critiques
referred to and I invite the reader to consult these for more
specific details of many of the techniques employed using
muons. Important examples are further reinforced, however.
This article is intended to provide a broad overview of the many
possibilities offered by MuSR to chemists in general.

3 Background to MuSR

3.1 Muonium as a radiolabel

Muonium, a radioactive hydrogen atom with a positive muon
as its nucleus, is formed in situ in materials when they are irradi-
ated with positive muons (µ�). Thus the method is one of radi-
olabelling, and is used extensively in mechanistic and kinetic
studies of molecular processes.1,2 As an isotopic hydrogen label,
tritium (3H) is often used, since its nucleus has spin (I = ½) so
NMR experiments are feasible, and being also radioactive, may
be detected by scintillation counting of the β-particles (elec-
trons) produced in its decay [eqn. (1)]. Indeed, 3H is usually
considered the radioisotope of hydrogen. Since the muon is
radioactive, also being a β-emitter [eqn. (2)], muonium atoms,
either free or bound in molecules, may similarly be detected by
scintillation counting; it is, however, a positively charged elec-
tron (positron) which is produced, since µ� is “anti-matter”!

The muon has a half life of 1.52 × 10�6 s, and a radioactive
decay constant of 0.455 × 106 s�1, so setting a “microsecond”
timescale over which kinetic processes may be studied using
muons.

In eqns. (2) and (3), νe is an electron-neutrino, νµ is a muon-
neutrino, ν—µ is a muon anti-neutrino and π� is a pion.

Though they are present in cosmic radiation, muons are
needed in high fluxes for research purposes, and are produced

1
3H  2

3He � e� (1)

µ�  e� � νe � ν—µ (2)

π�  µ� � νµ (3)

µ� � e�  Mu� (4)

using a particle accelerator, by which means a beam of ener-
gised protons is caused to impinge on a beryllium or a carbon
target. Among the products of the ensuing nuclear reactions are
pions (binding components of nuclei), which decay on a nano-
second timescale to form muons [eqn. (3)]. Depending on the
charge of the pion, either positive or negative muons are
formed in their decay: negative muons find application, inter
alia, in the promotion of nuclear fusion, while their positive
counterparts can be applied particularly to chemistry, biology,
materials and catalysis research.3

Muonium atoms (µ�e�; Mu�) may be formed in situ in a
range of liquid, solid and gas phase samples, according to
eqn. (4), where e� is a radiolytic electron. Muonium is equiv-
alent to a normal protium atom (p�e�) and indeed shows the
chemical properties of a light hydrogen atom; if the sample
contains unsaturated organic molecules, Mu can undergo an
addition reaction. The method is highly specific for the study of
free radicals, of which many types may be so formed, as is
described in the section on structural studies of radicals. Some
examples are shown in eqns. (5)–(7):

Since Mu is a “hydrogen” atom, it is expected that abstrac-
tion reactions will also occur, e.g. Mu� � RH  MuH � R�;
however, the muon is then “lost” as muonic dihydrogen and
does not contribute to the regions of the MuSR spectrum
associated with free radicals, but instead, appears along with all
other non-radical muons in the intense signal detected at the
muon Larmor frequency (13.55 kHz G�1).

4 The magnetic muon

4.1 Transverse-field muon spin rotation spectroscopy
(TF-MuSR) 1,2

Though the process outlined above may be viewed in connec-
tion with other isotopic labelling techniques, information akin
to that obtainable from magnetic resonance experiments 4 is
also available, since magnetic spectroscopic (hyperfine) inter-
actions (couplings) are revealed through their influence on the
positron count rate in designated detectors. The following is a
description, specifically, of the transverse field muon spin
rotation technique (TF-MuSR), in which each radical is charac-
terised by a single pair of lines in its TF-MuSR spectrum
(in high magnetic fields, applied transverse (at 90�) to the
muon beam direction; Fig. 1), which represent the �½, �½ ms

electron spin combination with the muon (mµ) states: these
occur at the precession frequencies from muons which experi-
ence the sum of the applied and (�½,�½ ms) hyperfine mag-
netic fields. [One can imagine the muon spin rotating around
the axis of the applied magnetic field (Fig. 1), as the spin of
a similar magnetic nucleus, following a 90� pulse of radio-
frequency radiation in an “FT-NMR” experiment.] 5 The
muon–electron hyperfine coupling constant is obtained from

R2C��CR2 � Mu�  R2C(Mu)CR2
� (5)

R2C��CR–CR��CR2 � Mu� 
R2C(Mu)–C(R)�–CR��CR2 (6)

R2C��O � Mu�  R2C�–OMu (7)

Fig. 1 µ� spin “rotating” under the influence of a magnetic field (B),
applied transverse to the muon beam direction.
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the difference between the high (ν2) and low (ν1) frequencies for
each radical: Aµ = ν2 � ν1; as the coupling increases, for a given
magnetic field, the frequency ν2 increases, while concomitantly
ν1 first decreases, reaches zero and then increases due to a sign
change in the transition: in the latter limit the coupling is
obtained from the sum of the frequencies: Aµ = ν1 � (�ν2). A
representative example of an actual such TF-MuSR spectrum
is that of PhCH�–OMu radicals, derived from benzalde-
hyde (Fig. 2). Given that single-particle counting methods are

employed, and the muon spins are nearly 100% polarised
(as compared with the Boltzmann factor, on which EPR and
NMR depend), techniques involving muons are extremely
sensitive (one single molecular radical is detected at a time by
TF-MuSR).

4.2 Avoided level crossing (ALC-MuSR) spectroscopy 6,7

This is a quite different approach from TF-MuSR, since it uses
a magnetic field applied in a direction longitudinal to that of
the muon beam. In this case, the muon spins do not rotate, but
“sit” along the magnetic field axis: what may be observed is the
relaxation (change of spin orientation) of the muons, caused
by resonant energy transfer with another magnetic nucleus
(∆m = 0; “flip–flop” transition), or pure flips of the muon spins
(∆m = 1), induced by anisotropic muon–electron magnetic
dipolar couplings. Applications of ALC-MuSR have been
reviewed by Roduner, both in the general context,6 and as con-
cerned specifically with studies of radicals sorbed on surfaces.7

The reader is directed to these reviews and to the papers
cited therein for details of the method, whose advantages, in
structural determinations of muonated radicals, include the
determination of hyperfine coupling constants of magnetic
nuclei in the radical, other than the muon itself, and their sign
relative to that of the muon hyperfine coupling.

4.3 Longitudinal-field muon spin relaxation measurements
(LF-MuSRx)

This is a relatively new approach, but is a technique which
shows promise in the study of the reorientational rates of
sorbed radicals, which so far include: radicals sorbed in
zeolites,8–10 in activated carbon,11,12 in silica 13 and in clays 10,13

and on a highly dispersed ice-surface.14 Though it does not
(certainly in its present simple form) approach the level of
detail regarding determining molecular reorientation that is
possible with ALC-MuSR, the method can provide an estimate
of motional correlation times and so the activation energy

Fig. 2 TF-MuSR spectra recorded from radicals (a) m-Cl–C6H4CH�–
OMu, (b) p-MeO–C6H4CH�–OMu, (c) PhCH�–OMu in ethanol and (d)
PhCH�–OMu in cyclohexane; the signal “a” is the cyclotron frequency.

associated with a particular kind of motion. The underlying
theory appears fairly well understood,15,16 and we note that
studies have also been made of the intramolecular dynamics of
radicals formed by muonium addition to Ph4X (X = C, Si,
Ge, Pb),17,18 and to some metallocenes and benzene–metal
π-complexes,17,18 in which the muon acts as a spin-probe of
torsional motion of the phenyl groups and of the overall
motion of the cyclopentadienyl or benzene ring, about the
metal atom. Similar torsional dynamics have been measured in
samples of solid dipeptides.19 The restricted overall molecular
reorientation of the muonium adduct of the C60 fullerene has
also been measured by its LF-MuSRx.20

The physical basis of the method is one of resonance. In
general, when the frequency of a particular molecular motion
approaches that of the dominant spectral transition (ω) in
the muon-electron coupled system,15,16,20 there is an increase in
the relaxation rate (λ) of the muon spins, as measured in a
longitudinal magnetic field (LF). This reaches a maximum
when the frequencies are equal, as shown in Fig. 3. Different

motional regimes may be identified, and in some cases two
maxima are measured (Fig. 4), corresponding to two distinct

sorbed fractions, each with its own motional characteristics.
Motional correlation times (τ) are extracted from the
LF-relaxation rates (λ) via eqn. (8):

Fig. 3 LF-MuSRx plot for muonium adduct radicals formed from
benzaldehyde sorbed in zeolite MgX, at a 20 wt% loading of
benzaldehyde, showing a single maximum (see text).

Fig. 4 LF-MuSRx plot for muonium adduct radicals formed from
benzaldehyde sorbed in zeolite CaX, at a 20 wt% loading of
benzaldehyde, showing 2 maxima (see text).

λ = (2πδA)2τ/(1 � ω2τ2) (8)
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Here, δA is the variation in the hyperfine frequency during
the motional event, and represents the anisotropy in the hyper-
fine interaction, the modulation of which relaxes the muon
spin; ω is generally taken as the frequency of the 〈1| ↔ |2〉
transition, which is strongly induced by this mechanism.15,16,20

Since λ = 1/T 1, the maximum in the relaxation rate corresponds
to a “T 1 minimum” familiar 4,5 in NMR and EPR spectroscopy.

5 Structural studies of radicals

Other than muonium itself, the simplest radical so far detected
using muons is “ethyl”. This has been formed in its various
isotopomeric forms by adding muonium to liquid samples of
ethene and of deuterium substituted ethenes.21,22 By analysing
the temperature dependence of the muon hyperfine couplings in
these radicals, estimates of the energy barriers for torsion about
the C–C bonds were made (all were ca. 3 kJ mol�1). They were
interpreted in terms of pairwise interactions between the
substituents, being smallest for a D–D, and largest for an
Mu–H interaction, in accord with the view that the lighter iso-
tope experiences a higher and the heavier isotope a lower degree
of steric hindrance; the lighter isotope has in effect a larger
interaction radius than the heavier isotope. The vibrational
properties of the bound muonium atom in excited vibrational
states of the MuCH2CH2

� radical were later studied theoretic-
ally, in which profound anharmonicity of the C–Mu bond was
indicated.

There are many examples of hydrocarbon radicals which
have been formed by muonium addition to alkenes, dienes
and aromatic compounds,1,2 from which some general trends
emerge. In all cases, of which ethyl is the fundamental example,
for conformationally unconstrained radicals, there is a hyper-
fine isotope effect 23 in which the muon has a coupling increased
by a factor of ca. 1.4 from that for an equivalent proton, even
after allowing for the fact that the magnetic moment of the
muon is greater by 3.1833 than that of a proton. [This is usually
referred to as the hyperfine isotope ratio (aµ�/aH), in which aµ� is
the muon coupling divided by 3.1833, in order to make a direct
comparison with proton couplings]. The properties of muon-
ated radicals appear overall very similar to those determined for
normal hydrocarbon radicals by EPR techniques; the essential
difference is that the bound muonium atom interacts more
strongly with the unpaired-electron orbital: the coupling is
increased both intrinsically, and by an increased weighting of
conformations in which the C–Mu bond eclipses the orbital. In
many cyclic systems, structural constraints prevent the con-
formational advantage and the hyperfine isotope ratio falls
nearer to ca. 1.2; calculations 24a indicate that a C–Mu bond is,
on average, 5% longer than a C–H bond and so the intrinsic
increase in the coupling may be viewed in terms of an increase
in the limiting valence-bond structure: Mu� C��C, compared
with H� C��C. The origin of the effect has been shown to be that
of differential vibrational zero-point energy for the bound
muon.24b

5.1 Substituent effects

In an effort to probe the effects of silicon, phosphorus and
chlorine substituents on muonated radicals, the compounds
H2C��CHSiMe3,

25 H2C��CHSi(OMe)3,
25 H2C��CHP(O)(OEt)2

26

and Me2C��CHCl 25 were irradiated with positive muons.
Although there are, in principle, two distinct radicals that might
be formed when an asymmetrically substituted double bond is
present, often the regioselectivity is such that only one radical
is detected, according to the normal order of radical stability:
tertiary > secondary > primary. This was the case for Me2C��
CHCl, which displayed a single radical with the relatively low
muon coupling of 8.7 G. Since it is well known from EPR
studies 27 that β-Cl substituents interact strongly with the
unpaired-electron orbital, in the manner of an incipient bridg-
ing structure, the radical is Me2C�–CH(Mu)Cl; the “bridging”

effect distorts the structure displacing the β-“hydrogens” from
efficient overlap with the unpaired-electron orbital and reduces
their coupling (1). The greater stabilisation of this radical
renders the absence of the alternative isomer. In contrast, both
radical isomers were detected in each of the other compounds.
It is suggested that, although H2C�–CH(Mu)SiMe3, H2C�–
CH(Mu)Si(OMe)3 and H2C�–CH(Mu)P(O)(OEt)2, are formally
“primary” radicals, the stabilising effect of the second-row sub-
stituent is sufficient to increase their relative yields to detectable
limits. The muon couplings are all reduced from the value
in ethyl,21,22 H2C�–CH2Mu, indeed indicating a stabilising
interaction, and a minimum energy conformation (2) in which
the second-row substituent (X) eclipses the unpaired-electron
orbital, preferentially over the muonium atom. 35/37Cl and 1H
couplings, to the unpaired electron, have been determined for
the radicals MuCH2CH�–CH2Cl, �CH2CH(Mu)CH2Cl and
MuCH2C�(Me)–CH2Cl, using ALC-MuSR.28 From the tem-
perature dependences of the muon and 1H couplings, rotational
barriers all in the region of 2 kJ mol�1 were determined for the
MuCH2– and MuCH(CH2Cl)– groups in these radicals; it is
concluded that the presence of the muon is the major factor in
determining the low energy conformation and not the type of
substituents involved.

5.2 Cyclic systems

The hyperfine isotope ratio (aµ�/aH) is close to 1.2 for all
cyclic radicals,23 other than the cycloheptyl radical, formed by
muonium addition in liquid cycloheptene, which shows a ratio
of 1.38. Indeed, cycloheptyl appears unique in the considerable
conformational freedom permitted within its ring-structure,
such that conformations in which the C–Mu bond eclipses the
unpaired-electron orbital may be achieved with little steric
strain; thus the value is close to those measured for open-chain
radicals.

Cyclopentyl has a more rigid structure. The parent cylo-
pentyl radical has been studied by EPR,29 in which the four
β-hydrogens form a pseudo-axial and a pseudo-equatorial pair
with distinct couplings; these are resolved below 102 K, but
undergo dynamic averaging such that they appear equiv-
alent above 216 K. The muonated cyclopentyl radical has been
studied by TF-MuSR 24,25 and by ALC.24 The results show that
the muonium substitution makes only small changes to the
overall ring conformation, but that an energy difference of 1.4
kJ mol�1 exists between those conformers in which the muon
occupies either an axial or an equatorial site.

The muonated cyclohexyl radical is undetectable at ambient
temperatures.23,24a EPR spectra of the parent cyclohexyl radical
show pronounced line-broadening at ambient temperatures,30

arising from modulation of the axial and equatorial β-proton
couplings, which are resolved separately only below 186 K.
Since the muon magnetic moment is larger than that of a pro-
ton by 3.1833, the difference in axial and equatorial couplings
(frequencies) for the muonated species 3/4 is correspondingly
greater than for the proton case. Assumption of an equal acti-
vation energy and frequency factor for the ring-inversion of
cyclohexyl and its muonated version suggests that in order to
observe the radicals 3 and 4 in slow-exchange, a further reduc-
tion in the temperature of 30 K would be required. At 153 K,
two sets of signals were recorded 31 corresponding to muon
couplings aµ� = 48.8 G and aµ� = 6.4 G, which are, therefore
from the axial 3 and equatorial 4 isomers, respectively; com-
parison of these couplings with those for the parent cyclohexyl
radical 30 leads to a hyperfine isotope ratio close to 1.2 for both
conformers, suggesting that the radical exists in (and converts
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between) rigid chair forms, and cannot easily weight other
conformations where the muon is more strongly coupled; an
activation energy of 19 kJ mol�1 was deduced for the ring-
inversion process, in good agreement with that obtained by
EPR.30

A single form of the muonated 9-octalinyl radical was
detected in a TF-MuSR study of liquid 9-octalin (1,2,3,4,5,
6,7,8-octahydronaphthalene).32 This was surprising since Lloyd
and Williams had reported from an EPR study that the
9-octalinyl radical existed in distinct cis and trans forms, as
formed by hydrogen atom abstraction from cis or trans-decalin
(decahydronaphthalene).33 The MuSR result shows that the
radical centre is in fact planar, otherwise both isomers would be
detected. This was confirmed by Roberts 34 who observed by
EPR that the identical bridgehead radical is formed from
either cis or trans-9-chlorodecalin; it appears that the radicals
observed by Lloyd and Williams do not arise by direct abstrac-
tion of bridgehead hydrogen atoms from the decalin isomers,
but have other causes.

A more complex case is that of cycloheptatriene, which can
in principle form three radicals 5–7, and indeed three pairs of
signals are observed below 240 K, although a single species only
is detected at 373 K.35 The lines from the single radical broaden
on cooling from 373 K, indicating it to be in the fast-exchange
limit; it is assigned to the spin-localised radical 5 (the couplings
quoted however, do not agree with the values indicated by the
published spectrum, which appear similar to those measured
previously for allyl-type radicals). One would expect to observe
the allyl-type species 6, yet it is concluded that this is unobserv-
able due to dynamic (ring-inversion) effects. The lines from the
two additional radical species detected below 240 K are
observed to sharpen on cooling, and so are in the limit of
slow exchange: they are assigned to the Mu-axial and Mu-
equatorial forms of the dienyl-type radical 7. Activation
parameters are deduced for the exchange processes in these
systems, which for 7 are very similar to those measured for the
parent cycloheptatriene.

5.3 Acetylenes, allenes and butadienes

The first observation of radical formation by muonium addi-
tion to a triple bond was from phenylacetylene,36 yielding
principally PhC���CH(Mu) along with minor amounts of its
ring-adducts. This result contrasts with a similar experience
with ethyne from which nothing was detected. An explanation
for this is that the radical centre in the resulting vinyl radical
Mu(H)C��C�–H behaves like that in the parent radical H2C��C�–
H,37 which executes a vibrational mode in which the unique
hydrogen atom flips between the two sides of the molecule
defined by its bent geometry 8.38 The coupling constants are
approximately 64 G and 34 G respectively for the trans and cis
β-protons in the fixed geometry of the vinyl molecule 8, and
are modulated between these limits by the dynamic process;
this results in a line-broadening effect which broadens the
TF-MuSR features beyond detection. Conjugation with the
phenyl substituent in PhC���CH(Mu) eliminates this effect by
fixing the radical centre into an essentially linear geometry.
Appreciable bonding character has been deduced between
silicon substituents and first-row atoms, since they exert a
dramatic influence on the bond-lengths and bond-angles in
siloxanes and silylamines, and delocalise spin-density from the
nitrogen centre in silylamine radical cations.39 It seemed pos-
sible, therefore, that muonium addition to Me3SiC���CH might
lead to the radical Me3SiC���CH(Mu) in which the Me3Si group

acts similarly to a phenyl substituent, vide supra, thus rendering
it detectable. This was indeed the case,40 while the alternative
isomer Me3Si(Mu)C��C�–H, in which this effect is absent,
remained invisible. EPR studies on the radicals PhC���CH2

41

and Me3SiC���CH2
42 confirm that the radical centre is linear in

both cases. A rare vinyl radical measured using MuSR, in which
the radical centre is bent, is Me3SiC���C(Mu)SiMe3, since the
muon coupling (aµ�) is a massive 82.2 G,40 pointing to a
strongly coupled trans configuration for the muon. As in the
parent Me3SiC���C(H)SiMe3 radical,43 this reflects an appre-
ciable steric interaction between the two Me3Si substituents
which is minimised in their trans orientation; thus no inversion
of the radical centre occurs.

This chemistry was next extended to diacetylenes,44,45 namely
the compounds MeC���C–C���CMe, Me3SiC���C–C���CSiMe3 and
PhC���C–C���CPh. It is concluded that the major radical
produced in each case is the C-1 adduct, i.e. the radicals,
Me(Mu)C��C�–C���CMe, Me3Si(Mu)C��C�–C���CSiMe3 and
Ph(Mu)C��C�–C���CPh. The muon coupling appears particularly
large in Me3Si(Mu)C��C�–C���CSiMe3 (54.6 G), compared with
44.2 G in Me(Mu)C��C�–C���CMe, which led to its original
ascription 44 as the alternative “localised” structure Me3SiC���
C(Mu)–C���CSiMe3, but the new assignment is compelled by
MO calculations 45 of both energies and coupling constants for
these radicals. PhC���C–C���Ph forms additionally the C-2
adduct, PhC���C(Mu)–C���CPh, and a ring-adduct which is
probably the ortho isomer.

One example of muonium addition to an allene derivative is
known,46 viz. Me2C��C��CH2, which yields the radicals Me2C��
C�–CH2Mu and Me2C��C(Mu)–CH2

�. Both are structurally
unique: in the former case, although the vinyl radical centre
must undergo rapid inversion, the muon is placed in a position
where it is invulnerable to the resulting relaxation effect for
β-nuclei, so the radical is detected; the second species, an allyl
radical, was the first example in which a muon occupies a pos-
ition which is nodal to the π-system. A very small hyperfine
isotope ratio of 1.04 was deduced, since the muon is subject to
completely different hyperfine coupling mechanisms and
dynamic effects than are muons in β-positions; a similar value 47

was reported by Percival et al. for the radical Me3SiCH(Mu)� in
comparison with its isotopomer Me3SiCH2

�.
A series of allyl radicals is known from muonium addition to

a range of dienes, in which the muon again occupies a position
β to the π-system, R2C(Mu)–CR�–C(R)��CR2. These include
some of the first radicals detected using TF-MuSR, and
depending on the substitutional symmetry about the diene
system, various isomeric species could be detected in some
samples.48 As is discussed later, heats of formation were calcu-
lated for these radicals and were used in an attempt to rational-
ise the mechanism by which they were formed; it was concluded
that the muonium atom was the probable precursor, though a
mechanism involving initial muon addition followed by electron
capture at the resulting carbocations could not be disqualified.48

Muonium addition to 6,6-dimethylfulvene formed two
radicals, which were deduced to be the C-1 adduct 9, a dienyl
radical, and the C-2 adduct 10, an allyl radical, on the basis
of ALC measurements.49 This is a nice example of the utility of
the ALC method since its evaluation of the proton couplings
present in these radicals enabled their selection from the four
possible candidates in this system. The muon couplings meas-
ured from 6,6-diphenylfulvene suggest that the C-1 and C-2
adducts are also formed, but are reduced from those in the
6,6-dimethylfulvene adducts, each by about 40%, because of
additional spin delocalisation onto the phenyl substituents.49
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5.4 Cyclohexadienyl and bicyclic radicals

As with the other hydrogen isotopes, when muonium adds to
benzene a cyclohexadienyl radical is formed. Due to the
Whiffen effect,50 which is the quantum mechanical reinforce-
ment of the hyperfine interaction from a nucleus when it
interacts with two positions of high spin-density, a large muon
coupling aµ� in the region of 58 G is found.51 Additionally, the
1H 6,7 and 13C 52 coupling constants for cyclohexadienyl have
been determined from ALC measurements, which indicate
that substitution of protium by the muon causes little perturb-
ation of the spin density distribution. Since cyclohexadienyl
radicals are formed in high yield, and have been thoroughly
characterised, they are frequently employed as molecular
probes. For example, substituted benzenes may be used to
evaluate substituent effects, both on the spin-density distribu-
tion in radicals 2 and in determining the relative yields of iso-
meric radicals,51 which reveal the influence of substituents on
the regioselectivity of the parent molecules toward radical
addition. Additionally, cyclohexadienyl radicals, used in con-
nection with the techniques of TF-MuSR, ALC and LF-
MuSRx, provide unique information about the reorientational
diffusion of radicals sorbed on reactive surfaces, e.g. those of
zeolites, clays, silica, porous carbon and ice. More will be made
later of these matters under their relevant headings.

Fulvene is an isomer of benzene, and so the fulvene–
muonium adducts 9 and 10 might be thought of as isomers of
the cyclohexadienyl radical. Dewar benzene also falls into this
category, and muonium adducts of hexamethyl(Dewar)benzene
(HMD) 11 have been characterised.53 The dominant process is
addition to the exo face of HMD 12 which occurs at four times
the rate for the formation of the endo isomer 13. The muon
coupling is also largest for the exo isomer. TF-MuSR results for
norbornene (bicyclo[2.2.1]hepta-2,5-diene) 14 54 show that both
exo and endo muonium adducts are similarly formed: the latter
in greatest yield and with the larger of the two coupling
constants. There are, therefore, parallels between both the reac-
tivities of norbornene and HMD toward muonium, and the
coupling constants of the radicals so formed. One possible
explanation of the preferential muonium atom addition to
the exo site in these systems is steric hindrance: approach to the
exo site is less hindered than that to the endo, particularly
in HMD.

5.5 Muonium adducts of C��O, C��S, C��N, N��N and NO2

compounds

The C��O compound most often studied by MuSR is acetone,
which yields the “muoxy-isopropyl” radical, Me2C�–OMu, by
addition to the oxygen atom of the C��O group.55–66 Assuming
that the relative order of bond energies for species X–Mu is
approximately the same as that for X–H, it might reasonably be
concluded that the driving force for this is the formation of
an O–Mu bond, which might be 80 kJ mol�1 stronger than a
C–Mu bond. Compared with most of the radicals so far
considered, the muon coupling is very small, in the region of
2.8 G, its precise value depending both on solvation effects and
temperature. R2C�–OMu adducts cannot be thought of as

effectively “localised”, since ca. 20% of the spin-density lies
on the oxygen atom: 56 this is a consequence of π-overlap
between carbon and oxygen 2pz orbitals, which introduces par-
tial C��O bonding character to the system. It is mainly this effect
which causes the low coupling constant, since the bound muo-
nium atom is thereby confined to a region of poor overlap with
the spin-bearing atomic orbital on the carbon atom, and so
receives little positive spin-density; additionally, there is a
cancellation of this from negative spin-density arising from the
spin on the oxygen atom, which polarises the O–Mu σ-bonding
electrons. If the latter effect dominates, the coupling is of
negative sign; it becomes increasingly positive as the out-of-
plane vibrational amplitude of the muon increases, and so
passes through zero, and becomes actually of positive sign for
large enough amplitudes. This results in a strong temperature
dependence of the muon coupling in R2C�–OMu radicals which
may be used to determine the sign of the muon coupling:
according to the above argument, a steady increase in the coup-
ling as the temperature increases means that its sign is positive,
while a similar reduction shows that it is negative. In all
examples bar one, the muon coupling is positive; the exception
is 15, in which the electronic “push–pull” effect within the
MuO–C�–C��C–C��O unit increases the C��O π-bonding char-
acter of the MuO–C group so as to confine the muon to the
region of negative coupling 67 (most likely, the sign would
become positive if a high enough temperature could be
achieved). It is noteworthy that the “push–pull” effect in this
more extended π-system is stronger than in MuO–C(Me)�–
C(Me)��O, derived from muonium addition to biacetyl,55 since
the coupling in the latter case, though very small, remains posi-
tive. Muonium addition to benzaldehyde results mainly in the
radical PhCH�–OMu, which shows promise as a probe both of
electronic substituent effects 65,66 and of molecule–cation inter-
actions in cation exchanged zeolites.10,65 The utility of PhCH�–
OMu as a probe depends on variations in the muon coupling
of similar origins to those just described; indeed, the muon
coupling in PhCH�–OMu is acutely sensitive both to medium
(solvation) effects and to the electronic demand of the aromatic
ring.65,66 Representative TF-MuSR spectra are shown in Fig. 2.
The absolute value of the coupling varies from 0.88 G in etha-
nol to 1.51 G in cyclohexane, an increase of 73%; in a similar
study, instead measuring the 14N coupling in an aminoxyl by
EPR, the difference was only 6%.68 The effect of substituents in
the aromatic ring is almost as dramatic, since the coupling
varies from 1.19 G in the muonium adduct of m-chloro-
benzaldehyde to 1.71 G in the p-methoxy derivative. A simple
explanation can be provided in terms of the relative contribu-
tion of the canonical structures: ArCH�–OMu (I) ↔ ArCH�–
O��–Mu (II), which is one description of the C��O π-bonding in
the C–OMu unit. Hydroxylic solvents will tend to stabilise II, as
will electron withdrawing substituents in the ring; electron
releasing substituents will increase the weighting of structure I,
so the coupling rises over that for the unsubstituted PhCH�–
OMu radical (1.41 G). A detailed study has been made of the
related radical, Ph2C�–OMu, formed in a single crystal of
benzophenone, in which all components of the muon hyperfine
tensor have been determined: this is found to be dominated by
the spin-density on the oxygen atom.69

An attempt was made to extend the series to C��S adducts,
which were expected to have fairly similar properties to R2C�–
Mu radicals. In fact, the results were surprising since couplings
in the region of 50 G were found, but there was nothing in the
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low frequency region where signals from R2C�–OMu radicals had
been detected.70 Such large couplings led to the proposal that
these were thiyl radicals, R2(Mu)C–S� rather then the expected
R2C�–SMu analogues; the single exception was the adduct of
thiobenzophenone, with a coupling of ca. 7 G, which was
ascribed as Ph2C�–SMu, an expectedly highly delocalised and
stabilised radical. Kinetic studies 71 of these species have been
made which, if they are indeed thiyl radicals, are of consider-
able biological importance; a caveat is appropriate, however,
since a recent theoretical study indicates that, despite the large
muon coupling, they are all S–Mu adducts.72 This proposal
awaits definitive experimental evaluation using ALC-MuSR,
since it is necessary to measure the couplings from nuclei other
than the muon to prove the case either way, but to be correct an
unparalleled substituent effect must operate in R2C�–SMu rad-
icals; unfortunately, there is almost no EPR data for R2C�–SH
radicals with which to compare.

Some C��N adducts have been measured,73 and the small
couplings found are very similar to those for C��O adducts, as
expected for a functional group, R2C�–N(R)Mu, which is struc-
turally equivalent to R2C�–OMu in terms of π-overlap between
the carbon and nitrogen 2pz orbitals. The couplings are highly
sensitive to hydrogen-bonding effects. Adducts of N��N bonds
(hydrazyl radicals) RN�–N(Mu)R,74 form a related category,
again showing small couplings limited by π-bonding within the
N–N unit. Adducts of nitroalkanes, RN(O�)OMu, have also
been characterised, and the temperature dependences of
the positive muon couplings were rationalised in terms of
calculated N–OMu torsional barriers.75

6 Mechanisms of radical formation

We have mainly used the term “muonium addition” to describe
the formation of radicals in materials which are irradiated with
positive muons, which implies that the act of forming a
muonated radical involves the initial scavenging of an electron
by a positive muon at near thermal energies, and the result-
ing muonium atom then adds to an unsaturated substrate
molecule forming a radical. As we are reminded shortly by a
comparison of MuSR results with those from related EPR
studies, however, neutral radicals may also be formed in
materials by the charge-neutralisation of initial (radical)
ionic species; therefore, these routes should also be considered,
e.g. for acetone [eqns. (9)–(12)]:

When the MuSR signal from free muonium can be detected
in a (usually dilute, aqueous) medium, the concentration
dependence of its linewidth can be used to determine reaction
rates for actual Mu atoms with confidence, as is described
subsequently. In terms of reactivity, Mu lies between H-atoms
(protium) and hydrated electrons. Examples where Mu and H
appear to react by different mechanisms 76 in their addition to
(aza)benzenes,77,78 and where Mu adds to the oxygen atom of a
carbonyl group, but H instead abstracts a hydrogen atom from
an adjacent alkyl group. It is difficult to be sure, in some cases,
what path is taken by H, since product radicals detected by
EPR are often not formed by a genuine H-atom reaction,79 or
the pH is strongly acidic,80 as compared with a MuSR study
made in a near neutral medium. The rate constants measured
by Neta and Schuler 80 for radiolytically produced H-atoms in

Me2CO � µ�  Me2COMu� (9)

Me2COMu� � e�  Me2C�–OMu (10)

Me2CO � e�  Me2CO�� (11)

Me2CO��� µ�  Me2C�–OMu (12)

acidic solutions of substituted benzene show negative ρ in a
Hammett plot of kH vs. σ, whereas that for Mu addition to
the neutral materials is positive,76 indicating mildly nucleophilic
character for Mu, whereas H is electrophilic to a similar
degree.80

Walker has proposed that Mu adds to the carbon sites in
pyrazine (1,4-diazabenzene),77,78 but EPR studies are reported 79

which instead identify the N–H adduct, and this is taken to
imply that the difference in philicity of the two isotopes leads to
a different mechanism, the “electron releasing” Mu being dir-
ected to the nitrogen atoms. The problem is that like is not being
compared with like, since the N–H radicals were in fact gener-
ated by a photochemical reaction,79 involving electron-transfer
to the base, followed by protonation, with no free H-atoms
being formed; so any difference in mechanism is hardly surpris-
ing. We note that Gelabert et al.81 have made a theoretical study
of protium and muonium atom addition to pyrazine, which
suggests that formation of the C–Mu adduct is more favourable
than the N–Mu adduct, in agreement with experimental MuSR
studies;77 the C–H adduct is also predicted to be formed in
preference to the N–H adduct. A similar scenario has been
envisaged for pyridine,78 but again, the N–H adduct radical,
though detected by EPR in a number of studies,82–84 is not
formed by direct H-atom addition, but rather by charge-
neutralisation of an initial ionic precursor.85

6.1 Muonium addition to imidazoles

The mechanism of muonated radical formation in purely
organic media has been probed in several studies, the most
recent being one of Mu–imidazole adducts.73 For example,
1-methylimidazole shows the formation of 3 radicals, represent-
ing Mu addition to the 3 distinct carbon sites (no N-3–Mu
adduct was detected): the ratio of the yields of these radicals
(PRi/PRmin) represents the ratio of the rate constants for their
formation, where PRmin refers to the minor radical formed in
each system, and these are found to follow very closely the
differences in the (PM3) calculated heats of formation (∆∆Hf)
for the product radical isomers. For the series studied, a reason-
able correlation (r = 0.95; Fig. 5) is found between ln (PRi/PRmin)

and ∆∆Hf, the exception being the Mu–CH2CH– adduct of
N-vinylimidazole, inclusion of which reduced r to 0.72. One
might argue that this is due partly to a difference in the nature
of the transition-state for “overall” Mu addition to the exo-
cyclic C-atom compared with that for addition to the ring,
but moreover, it is likely that the calculated heat of formation is
too negative, as was the case for the Mu adduct of styrene

Fig. 5 Plot of (ln) yields of radicals in imidazole derivatives, relative
to the yield of the minor isomer in each compound, ln (PRi/PRmin) vs.
the differences in the PM3 calculated enthalpies of formation
(∆Hf,Ri � ∆Hf,Rmin) for these radicals. The straight line represents the fit:
ln (PRi/PRmin) = 0.239(∆Hf,Ri � ∆Hf,Rmin) � 0.083; r = 0.95.
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(vinylbenzene).86 Arnold and his co-workers 87–89 concluded
that the stability, and hence the relative rate of formation, of
a π-conjugated radical, with varying substituents, follows the
delocalisation of spin-density in the system. Although this
premise seems to hold for the benzyl radical,87,88 there is no
evidence for it here [a plot of ln (PRi/PRmin) vs. ARmax � AR

giving a correlation coefficient of r = 0.11]; the relative stability
of each radical within its isomeric group relating to the muon
coupling constants (A/MHz) in no clearly quantifiable way,
although the radical formed in smallest yield does, in each case,
have the largest coupling constant (ARmax). Similarly, there is no
compelling relationship to be found for the coupling constants
measured for the distribution of radicals formed in monosub-
stituted benzene derivatives with their relative yields.2,51

As discussed previously for acetone,90 when the substrate is
polar and could readily accept either radiolytically produced
electrons or muons, the actual radical precursor may not neces-
sarily be Mu itself, since ionic routes could be important
[cf. eqns. (9)–(12)]. Imidazole is known from pulse-radiolysis
experiments to add electrons to form the radical anion,91 and
will also easily protonate (and therefore add a positive muon)
given its pKa.

92 Hence, in the preceding discussion, we have
used the term “overall” Mu addition merely to identify that
Mu-labelled radicals are formed.

To explore conceptually the possibility of ionic routes, we
need to consider what is likely to happen when a high-
momentum (85 MeV/c) muon interacts with the medium:
clearly, in the transfer and dissipation of so much energy, there
will be extensive ionization along the muon track—those events
most relevant to chemistry will occur close to the end of the
track, when all reactive species have achieved near thermal
energies. The muon must then find itself surrounded by elec-
trons; if it binds with one of these, actual Mu will be formed; if
the electron is already associated with one particular mole-
cule (radical anion), muon addition will lead to an overall
Mu-adduct—this is a more favourable process than electron
abstraction by the muon from the radical anion to yield Mu. An
alternative is for the muon to add first to a substrate molecule
(“protonate”), which must then capture an electron to form the
free radical.

We first consider the possible outcomes of these ionic routes
(Scheme 1). Primary muon addition to an imidazole, followed

by electron addition, would give the nitrogen adduct 16; in
order for this adduct to form the radical 17, which is predomin-
ant, it would need to rearrange on a 10�10 s timescale, and via a
1,3-shift, which would be unprecedented. Were rearrangement
to occur, it is the 2-isomer 18 that would be formed, in analogy
with the apparent behaviour of anionic centres in imidazole
single crystals, according to EPR measurements;93–95 EPR and
MuSR differ, however, in that the latter is critically dependent
on the final radical being formed very rapidly 1,2,90 (vide supra) a
restriction that does not apply to EPR; similarly, electron add-

Scheme 1

ition followed by muon addition would also lead to the radical
18.

The good correlation of calculated heats of formation
(Fig. 5) with the observed yields of the radicals is significant,
since it points to all 3 isomers originating via a common mech-
anism, i.e. approach of the Mu atom to the imidazole ring, from
which the distribution of product radicals is dictated by their
relative energies. This is further supported by the behaviour of
1-methylimidazole and 1,2-dimethylimidazole; in the latter
compound, addition to the 2-position is strongly disfavoured. If
the 2-isomer arose from an independent route involving, say,
rearrangement of an ionic precursor, it is reasonable that its
formation could also be inhibited; however, since we have
already argued that the 5-Mu adduct could not, thereby, be
formed on the necessary rapid MuSR timescale, probably no
radical would arise via this route—what happens though is that
the yield of the 5-Mu adduct almost doubles, which is in accord
with the above model where Mu approaches the imidazole and,
not being able to attack the 2-position, is instead directed
mainly at C-5, with a lesser attack on C-4.

6.2 Further “organic” media

The case of imidazoles has been given exacting coverage, as
it appears to be so definitive, and a comparison with some
additional purely “organic” systems should prove fruitful. A
plot of ∆∆Hf vs. k/ko (similar to that in Fig. 5) was made by
Roduner and Webster 48 for the formation of Mu-adduct rad-
icals in a series of substituted dienes, from which they con-
cluded that thermal Mu was the probable radical precursor, but
left the caveat that a similar distribution of radical yields would
be expected if the mechanism was that of electron addition to
initially formed µ� adducts (allylic carbocations). The results
for imidazoles enable the rejection of this possibility, because
the free thermal muon (µ�) would surely add to the N-3 nitro-
gen atom, and certainly on the fast timescale required to
observe them, the radical distributions could not be explained
by subsequent electron addition and rearrangement of the
initially formed radicals 16. In accord with this conceptual view,
Roduner has presented compelling evidence that thermal Mu
is the direct muonic precursor of the cyclohexadienyl radical: 96

in neat benzene, it has a lifetime of 10 ps and disappears by
addition to the aromatic ring; Mu is formed within ca. 1 ps by
the combination of µ� with an electron near to the end of the
radiation track of the (near thermal) positive muon. Walker’s
group have also concluded that thermal Mu is the dominant
radical precursor in liquid mixtures of benzene and styrene.97 In
a study of radical formation in liquid acetone,90 though Mu was
found to be the major reacting muonic species, an alternative
channel (possibly involving charge-neutralization of ionic
precursors) was also implicated.

In a sample of liquid pyridine, a mixture of three radicals is
formed: the N–Mu adduct and two (aza)cyclohexadienyl
radicals from overall muonium addition to the “ortho” and
“meta” positions; the “para” adduct is undetectable.85 It is
concluded that free Mu is the precursor of these radicals. In
complete contrast, EPR studies of radiolysed pyridine in an
alcohol glass at 77 K show only the N–H adduct,83,84 which is
believed to arise from protonation of the initially formed
pyridine radical anion. Protonation of pyridine to form the
pyridinium cation changes its behaviour appreciably: in particu-
lar, significant reactivity toward Mu now appears at the para
position; additionally, the radical 19 is formed very domin-
antly.85 The formation of a radical by a “hydrogen” (Mu) atom
addition to the N(H�) atom is unexpected, since it has been
proposed 83 that protonation of the pyridine N-atom serves to
“block” it against addition of an H-atom. However, the
evidence is compelling, and the most probable mechanism
involves addition of muonium to the N(H�) atom, followed by
deprotonation.
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Our final example is hexamethyl(Dewar)benzene 11, from
which Mu-adducts were detected, in a diethyl ether solution,
and EPR was used to identify radicals produced by radiolysis
of the pure compound at 77 K. Overall Mu addition was found
to yield a mixture of the exo and endo isomers 12 and 13, in the
ratio 4 : 1. It is concluded that the precursor is also free Mu, on
the grounds that protonation of 11 occurs predominantly at
the electron-rich endo face, and so an equivalent initial muon
addition 20 should lead almost exclusively to 13 by electron
capture, yet this is the minority product. In contrast, a majority
“overall” H-atom endo adduct 21 was measured by EPR,
in support of the alternative mechanism involving electron
addition to the initial endo carbocation.53

In conclusion, knowing that Mu is the true radical precursor
in a diversity of organic materials enables its use as a mech-
anistic probe, since it reveals a true pattern of hydrogen atom
selectivity; when very different product distributions are found
in similar compounds, alternative mechanisms are impli-
cated. It would appear that formal H-atom adducts detected
in materials which have been exposed to ionising radiation
generally do not involve free H atoms, but arise via charge-
neutralisation of initially formed ions.

7 Kinetic studies of Mu atoms

The TF-MuSR method may be used to study the kinetics of
reactions of free Mu atoms,1,2,76 but because the muon hyperfine
coupling in Mu is very large (ca. 4.5 GHz) it is not normally
feasible to measure the ν1 and ν2 frequencies directly as is nor-
mally done for radical species (with typical hyperfine couplings
of ca. 200–500 MHz). In contrast, a low (B < 20 G) magnetic
field is often applied, which reveals the ν12/ν23 transitions in the
muon hyperfine diagram 1,2 in a single resonance whose line-
width (λ) may be measured as a function of substrate concen-
tration [S], thus yielding the direct rate constant k from a plot
of λ vs. [S] according to eqn. (13).

Muonium and protium atoms differ by only 0.43% in their
reduced mass, but by a factor of 8.8 in atomic mass: therefore,
they provide an excellent pair of atoms with which to probe
kinetic isotope effects. This topic is the subject of an excellent
recent review by Walker.76 When these atoms react with various
solutes in water, the ratio of rate constants (kMu/kH) was found
to vary in the range 103–10�2, and in the main, these can be
explained in terms of differences in diffusion rate, differing
zero-point energies, quantum mechanical tunnelling and steric
hindrance, at least when there is a single reaction mechanism
involved.

8 Kinetics of radical reactions

As we have seen, the relative yields of radicals formed in mix-
tures represents their relative rates of formation. We now turn
to direct means for measuring rate constants for reactions of
radicals, which are actually similar to those used for free
muonium atoms. For kinetic studies of reactive radicals, the
classical method is pulse-radiolysis,91 but generally this necessi-
tates using aqueous media, since the radicals are generated via
the radiolysis products of water, e.g. hydroxyl radicals. This
should provide no difficulty when it is desired to model pro-
cesses that occur in aqueous regions of cells, but is surely a
potential limitation in understanding radical reactions in cell
membranes, since these are non-aqueous, and it is known that
the rates of radical reactions can vary according to the hydro-
philic or hydrophobic character of their medium.71

The TF-MuSR method requires only that the medium
should contain an appropriate substrate for muonium addition,
and so both aqueous and non-aqueous media can readily be
studied. In one recent example, non-aqueous solutions of the
appropriate thiocarbonyl compounds (in “super-dried” ethanol
and in tetrahydrofuran) were used. The widths of TF-MuSR
spectral lines (λ) are measured for a given radical, as a function
of concentration of a reacting substrate [S], as is done for
muonium:

k, the second order rate constant for the reaction of a given
(thiyl) radical with a given substrate (S), was determined from a
plot of λ vs. [S] (Fig. 6). Beyond the acknowledged sophisti-

cation of the overall accelerator and related technology
employed, this is a very straightforward approach to experi-
mental rate constants. There are very many examples known in
which radical reaction kinetics have been so determined, and we
have already alluded to some of their results.

9 Radical stabilisation

9.1 Captodative stabilisation in radicals

An extension of the concept of “radical stabilisation” is that of
“captodative stabilisation” of radicals; seeking proof for the
existence of which has formed the basis of a number of
studies.98–102 In essence, if the combined effect of a donor (e.g.
NH2 or OMe) and an acceptor (e.g. CN, COMe) group on the
stability of a radical is greater than the sum of their individual
effects, then it may be taken that there is some “captodative”
stabilisation present. At the present time, opinion seems to be
divided: the results of different kinetic measurements may be
taken to either support or oppose the concept, whereas meas-
urements of the spin delocalising abilities of substituents in
benzyl,98–100 cyclohexadienyl 101 and propargyl (prop-2-ynyl) 102

radicals show there is an enhanced spin-delocalisation when
both a donor and an acceptor substituent are present. Interest-
ingly, an “antagonistic” effect is often found when two substitu-
ents of the same kind (i.e. both electron releasing, or both
electron withdrawing) are present, each reducing the spin-
delocalising efficiency of the other. Results 101 obtained using
TF-MuSR from disubstituted benzene derivatives are shown in
Table 1. A typical spectrum from a mixture of isomeric radicals,
so produced, is shown in Fig. 7.

Assuming only a cumulative effect of the substituents,
eqn. (14) is expected to hold, where Aµ is the muon coupling in

λ = λo � k[S] (13)

Fig. 6 Plot of linewidth (λ) as a function of linoleic acid concentration
for MeC(NH2)��S/Mu� radicals in diethyl ether solution, leading to the
second order rate constant (k), according to eqn. (13).
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Table 1 Parameters (∆XY) for the interaction of two substituents in the cyclohexadienyl radical in units of 100 ∆XY (eqn. 15)

Position of X, Y
X = Me F Cl OMe OMe CN

 Y = Me F Cl OMe CN OMe

1,5 �0.13 �1.93  �2.62 �2.62 �2.62
1,2 �1.81 �1.62 �0.46 �7.07 �0.72 �2.60
1,4 �0.36 �1.12  �4.44 �1.20 �2.96
1,3 �0.45 �0.71 �0.04 �3.37 �5.17 �6.98
2,4 �0.01 �0.90  �1.45 �1.18 �1.18
2,3 �0.99 �1.53 �0.08 �2.53 �2.59 �1.37

the substituted cyclohexadienyl radical, while Aµ� is that for the
unsubstituted case (derived from benzene itself ), and ∆X is a
delocalisation parameter similar to that (σ) derived by Arnold
for benzyl radicals:

Better agreement is obtained, however, if eqn. (14) is modi-
fied by the addition of a substituent interaction parameter ∆XY,
as in eqn. (15):

Clearly, if ∆XY is positive, then there is a synergetic inter-
action between the substituents, and if it is negative, then the
interaction is antagonistic. We see that for the cases in which a
direct conjugation is possible between the 2 substituents and the
“radical centre” (i.e. 1,3- and 1,5-substitution) the “capto-
dative” proposal is borne out. (For all other arrangements of
substituents, the signs scatter, illustrating the complexity of the
effect of substituents on spin-delocalisation.) On the basis
that there is a direct relationship between the degree of spin
delocalisation and the component of energy that is associated
with this (Arnold),87–89 these spectroscopic measurements
have been taken as evidence for the existence of captodative
stabilisation.

The results of theoretical calculations as to the reality of the
effect appear to vary according to the method and the radical
system chosen,103,104 but one study predicts that while there
should be no effect in the ground state of an isolated radical
bearing both a donor and an acceptor substituent, a very large
stabilisation would be induced in the system by a medium of
high relative permittivity.105 Following a previous study 101 by
TF-MuSR of pairwise radical substituent effects in cyclo-
hexadienyl radicals (yielding the results given in Table 1), the
radicals shown in Table 2 were produced in diethyl ether and
in formamide–10% methanol solution.106 The advantage of
TF-MuSR is that the spectra of even complex mixtures of
radicals (Fig. 7) are quite straightforward to interpret, because
(as noted before) each radical gives only a single pair of lines.
The corresponding EPR spectrum of such a mixture of
cyclohexadienyl radicals would be extremely complex, and pre-
cise measurements of their individual coupling constants would

Fig. 7 TF-MuSR spectrum of isomeric radicals recorded during
the irradiation of liquid 1,3-dimethoxybenzene with positive muons:
(a) 1,5-isomer, (b) 1,3-isomer, (c) 2,4-isomer.

Aµ = Aµ�Π(1 � ∆X) (14)

Aµ = Aµ�Π(1 � ∆X)Π(1 � ∆XY) (15)

be accordingly difficult. Essentially, there is only a very minor
enhancement in the apparent (Table 2) degree of spin delocal-
isation even in a strongly polar medium (formamide � 10%
methanol), and so the results argue against the prediction that
a highly polar medium has a significant promoting influence
on the captodative phenomenon. We note that the results from
a kinetic study also failed to provide any support for this
proposed solvent effect.107

9.2 Unimolecular isomerisation of radicals

There are a small number of EPR studies reported which
have identified geometric isomers of delocalised radicals, and
which were able to monitor their rate of interconversion by
rotation about a partially multiple bond.108,109 Such information
can provide relative energies against which theoretical models
may be tested, and on a pragmatic level, can provide insight
into the so called “radical stabilisation energies” (resonance
energies) 87–89 which arise from the effect on the overall
electronic structure incurred by delocalisation of the unpaired
electron. We have already noted that Arnold was able to show
good correlations between rates of formation of substituted
benzyl radicals and the α-CH2 coupling constants,87,88 which
measure the degree of delocalisation of the unpaired electron
from the exocyclic carbon atom. Comparisons can also be made
with thermochemical data, such as bond dissociation ener-
gies,110 which are usually taken as being indicative of the
relative stability of a free radical (i.e. the weaker a given C–H
bond is in a series of compounds R3C–H, the more stable is the
radical R3C�, which is formed in the step R3C–H  R3C� �
H�). An alternative to measuring bond energies is the deter-
mination of the activation energy for isomerisation of a conju-
gated radical,108,109 e.g. benzyl, or allyl, since in the act of
isomerisation it must pass through an orthogonal “deconju-
gated” state, which may, therefore, be taken as the resonance
energy.

Though this has been accomplished for relatively simple
cases,108,109 it is not always an easy feat, because the EPR spectra
of many conjugated, and structurally extensive, radicals are
made very complex by interaction of the unpaired electron with
many magnetic nuclei, and since the structure must be un-
symmetrical, to render distinct isomers, the spectra are more
complex still. A very appropriate example of this is the
2-pyridylmethyl radical, which has a fairly complicated EPR
spectrum,111 and in the limit of the steady-state concentration

Table 2 MuSR data [muon hyperfine couplings (in MHz)] for
captodatively substituted cyclohexadienyl radicals

 

 387.65 a 417.79 a 432.93 a 390.07 a

∆XY 6.98% 5.17% 2.62% 5.27%
 386.87 b 416.31 b 430.14 b 388.69 b

∆XY 7.14% 5.51% 3.25% 6.10%
a In diethyl ether solvent. b In formamide (�10% methanol). ∆xy are the
substituent interaction parameters used in eqn. (15). 
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Table 3 Arrhenius parameters for cis–trans isomerizations of radicals: (24)  (25)

  
Forward step Backward step

 
R1 R2 log (A/s) E/kJ mol�1 log (A/s) E/kJ mol�1 Technique

H CH3 10.6(2) 27(2) 10.7(9) 31(6) MuSR
  10.4(5) 23(3) 10.4(5) 25(3) EPR
H OC2H5 13.9(6) 44(4) b) b) MuSR
  14.0(5) ≈45 14.0(5) 47(2) EPR
H N(CH3)2 12.7(1.1) 48(8) b) b) MuSR
CH3 OC2H5 13.2(2) 45(1) 13.2(2) 45(1) MuSR

of these radicals achievable in fluid solution, is too weak for
normal analysis (by “eye”), though it may be solved using
powerful computational analysis methods of “corre-
lation”.111,112

MuSR comes into its own, here, since the closely related
radical 1-(2-pyridyl)ethyl 22–23, is formed by Mu addition to
2-vinylpyridine,113 and just 2 lines are observed for each radical
isomer (Fig. 8), which are found to broaden with increasing

temperature, as the rate of interconversion of the 2 isomers
increases into the observational (microsecond) timescale of the
experiment. The rate of interconversion is the absolute
rate constant (k),108 directly, in the equation, λ = λo � k (where
λ is the observed linewidth, and λo is the linewidth in the
absence of a reaction), and since this is related to the temper-
ature through the activation energy (Ea) and frequency factor
(A), k = Aexp(�Ea/RT), the latter parameters can be extracted
from a plot of ln k vs. 1/T .

Within the experimental error, the activation energies for the
two processes (cis  trans; trans  cis) are the same, at 56.4 ±
4.2 kcal mol�1, which is very similar to that determined by EPR
for the isomerisation of 1-phenylethyl radicals. The A factors
are the same too, and suggest that the entropy of activation
(∆S ‡) is close to zero.

Roduner and his co-workers have used this method to study
the isomerisation kinetics for carbonyl-conjugated radicals 108

24–25, where R1 = H or Me, R2 = CH3, OEt or NMe2. Since
related radicals have also been studied by EPR, it is
possible to make comparisons between the two methods (Table
3), and it is clear that the A factors and activation energies
obtained by MuSR and by EPR agree well with each other. In
the context of radical stabilisation, all results confirm that the
C�–C(��O) C–C bonds contain considerable “double-bond”
character, but compared with the allyl radical H2C�–CH��CH2,
the carbonyl group imposes less C–C(��O) “double bond char-
acter”, hence the smaller barrier to internal rotation. As with

Fig. 8 TF-MuSR spectrum of isomeric radicals recorded during the
irradiation of 2-vinylpyridine with positive muons: (a) is isomer 22,
(b) is isomer 23.

the 1-(2-pyridyl)ethyl radical 22–23, the log A values are ca. 13,
in accord with a near zero ∆S ‡ for the process.

9.3 Radical rearrangements (“kinetic clocks”)

The rationale and application of “kinetic clocks” has been dis-
cussed by Griller and Ingold,114 where rates of radical-molecule
reactions are studied in competition with a unimolecular radi-
cal rearrangement, whose rate is known. Therefore the product
distributions arising from rearranged or unrearranged initial
radicals serve to “time” the latter reactions, the rearrangement
providing an internal free radical “clock”. Much effort has
therefore been made in calibrating these clocks, often by means
of measurements made relative to other processes; as noted
earlier, the MuSR method yields absolute rate constants,1,2

and a number of studies have been made 115 on systems whose
mechanism is well understood, involving ring fission of
cyclopropylmethyl radicals (26), and cyclisation of substituted
hex-5-enyl radicals (27). The data obtained for a representative
range of such processes is listed in Table 4.

10 Biological systems

From the early days of MuSR, information relevant to
“biological systems” has been sought using its methods. Its
successes include the measurement of rate constants for
the reaction of Mu with DNA 116 and some isolated “base”
analogues,116 and the identification of the product radicals
formed in the latter, simpler cases,117,118 and in imidazoles.73 In
radiation biology 119–121 it is of some matter to know the out-
come of H-atom reactions with organic bases, such as are pres-
ent in DNA, and indeed those with protein constituents. We
acknowledge that trying to study actual DNA, or an intact
protein would not be feasible due to the large number of
reaction sites and the complex mixture of product radicals
expected.

To illustrate the procedure for measuring the kinetics of free
radical reactions using TF-MuSR, we have already mentioned a
study of radicals proposed to be of the thiyl type, RS�. β-
Carotene has received considerable attention as a dietary sup-
plement supposed to protect against developing cancer, and to
alleviate the effects of ageing: the rates are indeed very large for
the scavenging of thiyl radicals by this agent, and accords that
such a protective role might contribute in these conditions,
though the effect of this agent on the incidence of lung cancer
in smokers has proved highly contentious.127,128
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Table 4 Rate parameters for cyclopropyl ring fission and 1,5-cyclization reactions 115

Reaction k/s�1 (T /K) E/kJ mol�1 log (A/s�1) Method

5.6 × 107 (273) 24.8 ± 2.5 12.5 ± 0.9 Conv.a

5.6 × 106 (273)
7.0 × 106 (273)

22.2 ± 3.0 11.0 ± 0.6 MuSR
Conv.

1.5 × 106 (273) 43.5 ± 2.7 14.5 ± 0.4 MuSR

9.4 × 105 (338) 28.7 ± 1.8 10.4 ± 0.3 Conv.

4.7 × 105 (338)
6.4 × 105 (338)
7.5 × 105 (338)

22.2 ± 2.5
26.8 ± 1.3

9.1 ± 0.3
9.8 ± 0.3

MuSR
Conv.

8.2 × 106 (338)
8.6 × 106 (338)

16.7 ± 1.9 9.5 ± 0.3 MuSR
Conv.

1.4 × 106 (338) 18.4 ± 3.0 9.0 ± 0.4 MuSR

1.8 × 105 (338) 26.4 ± 5.0 9.3 ± 0.7 MuSR

1.6 × 107 (338) 21.3 10.5 Conv.

1.9 × 106 (338) 24.7 ± 1.9 10.1 ± 0.3 MuSR

a Conv.: Conventional product kinetic analysis. 

10.1 Vitamin K as a potential antioxidant

It has been proposed 129 that oxidative damage to membrane
lipids might involve the formation of C-2 glyceryl radicals, in
addition to main chain allylic radicals, which are generally
thought important.130 Since it is known that vitamin E and
Vitamin K are lipophilic, and tend to accumulate in cell mem-
branes, the kinetics of their potential “repair” reactions with
1,1,2-trimethylallyl [Me(MuCH2)C��C(Me)–CH2

�] and 1-
acetoxy-2-propyl [MuCH2CH�CH2OC(O)Me] radicals were
measured.131 These radicals are intended as models of, respect-
ively, main-chain and glyceryl type radicals (damage sites), and
were formed by Mu addition to 2,3-dimethylbuta-1,3-diene and
to allyl acetate.

The second order rate constants for these reactions are shown
in Table 5. The results suggest that direct scavenging of glyceryl
radicals by vitamin E could be an efficient process, and of main-
chain allylic radicals fairly so; additionally, it appears that
vitamin K1 can act directly as a “radical repair agent”, given its
relatively high reactivity with allylic radicals (4× faster than
with vitamin E), so prior reduction to the quinol form 132,133 may
be unnecessary. The interceptive role of vitamin K toward
allylic radicals is proposed in Scheme 2, in which the con-
jugation of the initial ene is increased by one C��C unit.
Squalene is central to biology since it is a key intermediate
in the biosynthesis of steroids,134 and like β-carotene and
vitamin E is proposed to possess antioxidant properties.135

There are no EPR studies reported of radicals formed from
squalene, and in neat squalene no radicals could be observed

Table 5 Second order rate constants (M�1 s�1) for the reactions
described in the text

 Vitamin E Vitamin K1

Me(MuCH2)C�–C(Me)��CH2 9.38 × 106 3.54 × 107

MuCH2CH�CH2OC(O)Me 1.76 × 108 2.03 × 106

using TF-MuSR.136 However, when the squalene was diluted
50 : 50 by volume with diethyl ether, the spectrum shown in
Fig. 9 was obtained. The spectrum shows two signals only, with
unusually broad lines, which are confirmed to be from a single
type of radical species. Inspection of the molecular structure of
squalene (28) shows that it contains 6 C��C double bonds, and
so there are potentially 12 sites at which a Mu atom could add.
In such additions, tertiary radicals are normally formed in pref-
erence to secondary radicals, and so addition at the 3, 7 and 11
positions is expected, in each case giving a radical of the
type: RCH2C�(Me)CH(Mu)CH2R�. R� is, in each case a “large”
hydrocarbon group, and the spin-delocalising properties of the
RCH2CMeCH units are expected to be all very similar; there-
fore, because there is no reason to expect that addition at
positions 3 or 7 or 11 (equivalent by symmetry with positions

Scheme 2
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14, 18 and 22) predominates over the others, three radicals
are expected, but with an almost common coupling constant.
Since the lines are very broad, it seems likely that any
small differences in couplings that may be present are masked
by their width. At ca. 241 MHz the coupling is typical for
(smaller) tertiary radicals of similar structural type,1,23,136 which
may be considered as models for the squalene–Mu adduct
radical.

The lack of observation of radicals in neat squalene is appar-
ently due to its very viscous nature and the large molecular size
of the adduct radicals. Therefore, even though the bulk viscosity
of squalene is reduced vastly by dilution with ether, at the
molecular level, the reorientation rates are still greatly reduced
from normal fluid media containing small molecules,137 i.e. at
this molecular level, it is the interactions between the large and
relatively slowly moving molecules which are dominant, and are
not so greatly reduced from those occurring in neat squalene.

Activation parameters were determined for the dynamics of
radicals formed by muonium addition to solid samples of
glycylglycine (GlyGly) and the doubly protected alanylalanine
derivative, Boc-AlaAla-Bz.19 GlyGly forms an adduct by
muonium addition to the carbonyl group which isomerises by
flipping the muon between opposite sides of the molecule
(29), requiring an activation energy of 20.4 kJ mol�1. This
is very similar to that required for internal rotation about the
C–O bond in the hydroxymethyl radical, H2C�–OH.138 In

Fig. 9 (a) TF-MuSR spectrum recorded from a 50 wt% solution of
squalene in diethyl ether, showing two broad signals from a mixture
of radicals of type RCH2C�(Me)CH(Mu)CH2R�, with an almost
common coupling constant, resulting from muonium addition to the
3, 7 and 11 (14, 18 and 22) positions of squalene (28). The sharp peak
at ca. 100 MHz is the first harmonic of the cyclotron frequency,
at ca. 50 MHz. (b) The correlation spectrum confirming the presence
of only radicals with a similar functional identity (the scale is that of
coupling constant directly).

Boc-AlaAla-Bz, muonium addition to the benzene ring of the
benzyl group occurs, exhibiting an activation energy of 9.4 kJ
mol�1, believed to be from torsion about the C–Ph bond. If the
frequency factors which were also measured are taken to be
the vibrational frequencies of these modes, they amount to 22
and 279 cm�1, to be compared with a frequency of 2.7 × 1012

s�1, deduced from transition-state theory for rotation about a
single bond,139 which is equivalent to 90 cm�1.

Jayasooriya and his co-workers have used the LF-MuSRx
method to probe “segmental” dynamics in chains of dioleoyl
phosphatidylcholine, and have also measured methyl oleate as a
“model” material.140 Two peaks were measured for the phos-
phatidylcholine sample, with maxima at ca. 250 and 360 K,
which afford activation energies of 7 and 31 kJ mol�1, respect-
ively, and are believed to represent two distinct dynamic pro-
cesses, rather than phase-transitions, and unlike methyl oleate,
there is no substantial increase in the muon relaxation rate at
the chain melting temperature, implying that the melting pro-
cess does not change markedly the microdynamics of the chain
segment.

11 Organometallic species

In the subsequent examples of heterogeneous systems, the
muon mainly takes-on the role of a spin-label to determine
aspects of molecular sorption, particularly in zeolites, clays and
porous carbons. However, such muon spin-labelling studies
have also been made using LF-MuSRx of the intramolecular
dynamics of radicals formed by muonium addition to Ph4X
(X = C, Si, Ge, Pb),17 and to some metallocenes and benzene-
metal π-complexes,17,18 in which the muon acts as a spin-probe
of torsional motion of the phenyl groups and of the overall
motion of the cyclopentadienyl or benzene ring, about the
metal atom. In ferrocene an activation energy of 5.4 ± 0.5 kJ
mol�1 and an attempt frequency of 1 × 1012 s�1 were obtained 18

using LF-MuSRx, which agree very well with results from
NMR 141 and neutron scattering 142 measurements. Therefore, it
may be concluded that addition of Mu to form a free radical
has little influence on the ring-dynamics of ferrocene. It is inter-
esting that in benzene chromium tricarbonyl, the activation
energy is around 15 kJ mol�1.17 For the torsional motion in
tetraphenyl lead,17 an activation energy of ca. 2 kJ mol�1 was
determined occurring at a much lower attempt frequency of
4 × 1010 s�1.

12 Radicals sorbed in solid materials

12.1 Catalytic media

There is now a considerable body of evidence which implicates
hydrocarbon free radicals in processes such as the cracking and
partial oxidation of hydrocarbons over zeolites and other metal
oxide catalysts.143,144 Because free radicals are so reactive they
have normally only a fleeting existence, and are accordingly
very difficult to study directly, being present only in low concen-
trations, and many will have fairly complex EPR spectra. Some
success has been found using EPR, but such measurements are
limited to low temperatures,144 since under catalytically relevant
conditions, the spectral signature of the radicals is rapidly lost
through their diffusion and consequent termination reactions.
The extreme sensitivity of MuSR has a profound advantage in
such studies, and the first reported example of a TF-MuSR
study of a free radical (1,1,2-trimethylallyl) sorbed on a
catalytic surface (fumed silica) was reported about 12 years
ago.145 The same method was used a few years later to provide
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the first example of a radical (cyclohexadienyl) being observed
in a zeolite (NaX) at ambient temperature,146 and was later
extended to other hydrocarbon radicals in NaX, and in another
zeolite, Na-mordenite.147

Fig. 10 allows a comparison to be made between a MuSR

spectrum of cyclohexadienyl radicals recorded (a) in liquid
benzene and (b) sorbed in zeolite NaX, and it is obvious that
sorption on the zeolite surface causes pronounced line-
broadening. This may be thought of in similarity with the dif-
ference between, say, a 1H or 13C NMR spectrum recorded from
molecules in liquid solution, and from those in a solid sample:
the latter containing lines so broad that “magic-angle-spinning”
is sometimes used to reduce the line-broadening effect which
results from the detection of the full range of the chemical shift,
and of the nuclear magnetic dipolar coupling (both effects
being averaged out in solution).5 In MuSR, there is a dipolar
coupling between the muon and the unpaired electron, which in
a restricted environment, causes line-broadening: 145–147 indeed,
the linewidth is proportional to the time the molecule takes to
reorient, the so called “rotational correlation time” τ. Since the
reorientational rate increases with temperature, the τ values
may be fitted to an Arrhenius type expression, eqn. (16):

from which the activation energy (Ea) and frequency factor
(τo

�1) signify details of the molecular reorientation step. While
this is conceptually straightforward, and may be considered as
the starting point for studies of radicals in catalytic media, the
technique is not the most effective possible using muons, and all
further work has used ALC-MuSR and LF-MuSRx. ALC is
the most incisive of the techniques available for determining the
detailed dynamics of radicals sorbed on surfaces. Extracting
such information, however, does depend on the availability of
detailed theoretical models to analyse the effect of restricted
molecular motion in modulating the muon, and other nucleus–
electron dipolar couplings, which determine the lineshapes in
ALC-MuSR spectra. This task has been undertaken, mainly by
Roduner’s group in Stuttgart, and in their collaboration with
Fleming and Percival in Canada, with particular reference
to the cyclohexadienyl radical, as formed by Mu addition to
benzene molecules sorbed on the surfaces of “fumed” silica and
in association with cations in zeolites. We note here that the
feature of ALC in detecting other magnetic nuclei which are
coupled to the unpaired electron,6,7 has been exploited in meas-
uring hyperfine couplings to nuclei from cations, such as Cu�,
Li�, Na� and H�, exchanged into ZSM5 zeolites.148 The obser-
vation of these additional couplings confirms that the

Fig. 10 TF-MuSR spectra of cyclohexadienyl radicals, recorded from
(a) liquid benzene, and (b) from benzene sorbed in zeolite NaX.

τ = τoexp(Ea/RT) (16)

cyclohexadienyl radicals (and so the benzene molecules from
which they are formed), really do “sit” on the cations, as has
been supposed;149 however, the radical does not so much “sit”
on the H� ion but (at least below ca. 300 K) reacts with it,
forming a cyclohexadiene radical cation 150—in fact the first
example of a radical ion containing a muon!

The reorientational dynamics of cyclohexadienyl radicals in
two samples of high-silica H-ZSM5 (SiO2/Al2O3 = 670, 900)
was studied by ALC;151 since the number of (Brønsted) acid
sites is low in these materials, the cyclohexadienyl radicals will
be present per se. Depending on the precise type of motion
pertaining for the radical, a distinct lineshape is predicted.151

Thus the preferred rotational axis can be deduced from the
shape of the powder pattern.

In the case of H-ZSM5, a high reorientational mobility was
found down to 50 K, indicating that the radicals are located at
the more spacious channel intersections, and below 20 K the
motion became frozen. At 298 K, the fit was consistent with a
type of rotation essentially occurring about the axis per-
pendicular to the molecular plane, but with an extensive con-
comitant jump-reorientation motion of the rotation axis, as the
radicals exchange between two different adsorption sites. Evi-
dence was presented that, above 450 K, sites enforcing a
reduced reorientational mobility became accessed, and these
are probably located inside the channels of ZSM5. In a previ-
ous study of cyclohexadienyl radicals sorbed in silicalite 152

Na-ZSM5 (with SiO2/Al2O3 = 670) and in Na-ZSM5 (with SiO2/
Al2O3 = 50), the effect of benzene loading on molecular mobil-
ity was investigated, and at close to the saturation capacity of 8
benzene molecules per unit cell, a restricted fraction was
detected, even at 300 K, which must be from radicals formed
within the channels. The preferred location of hydrocarbon rad-
icals (specifically the tetramethylethylene radical cation) in the
channel intersections of ZSM5 is supported by EPR measure-
ments.153 We note that a theoretical study of the effect of a Na�

cation on the proton coupling constants in the cyclohexadienyl
radical has been made,154 which predicts that the CH2 proton
couplings are both enhanced by the presence of the cation, and
that for the proton on the side of the ring opposite to the cation
the most, while the ring adopts a distorted form.

Though it does not (certainly in its present simple form)
approach the level of sophistication in describing molecular
reorientation that is possible with ALC-MuSR, LF-MuSRx
does provide an estimate of the activation energy associated
with a particular kind of motion. This is suitably illustrated by
a study 8,9 of benzene sorbed in cation-exchanged (Li�, Na�,
K�, Mg2�, Ca2�, Sr2�, Ba2�) zeolite X and (Na�) zeolite A, as
outlined below. The importance of zeolite X is that it has the
faujasite structure, as does ultra-stable zeolite Y, which is used
extensively in the petrochemical industry for catalytic cracking
of hydrocarbons. This zeolite has a three-dimensional internal
channel system with supercages: the supercages are some 13 Å
in diameter, with access windows of 7.4 Å in cross-section, and
there are 8 cages per unit cell;155 therefore, molecules as small as
benzene (kinematic diameter 5.5 Å) are readily admitted into its
micropores. The activation parameters 9 were converted to free
energies (∆G ‡), enthalpies (∆H‡) and entropies (∆S ‡) of acti-
vation for cyclohexadienyl radicals sorbed in the range of group
1 and group 2 cation exchanged zeolite X samples. For the
group 1 series, all at 18 wt% loading of benzene (LiX, NaX,
KX), ∆G ‡ has an almost common value of ca. 10 kJ mol�1, but
the relative contribution made to this by ∆H‡ and T ∆S ‡

varies, with the entropy term becoming increasingly dominant
as the cation radius increases (rK� > rNa� > rLi�). This reflects
the decreasing importance of cyclohexadienyl–benzene-cation
interactions, since the ∆H‡ value falls from 7.9 kJ mol�1 in LiX
to only 2.8 kJ mol�1 in KX, and is in order with previous meas-
urements of the isosteric enthalpies of adsorption of benzene in
Na�, K�, Cs� exchanged zeolite X.156 In both NaX and KX, the
motional process is dominated by the entropy change, and in
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Table 6 Activation energies (Ea) and inverse frequency factors (τ∞) as determined for the muonium adduct radicals formed from benzaldehyde,
PhCHOMu�, sorbed in cation-exchanged zeolite X, according to eqn. (2), showing two distinct motional regimes

Zeolite (Ea)/kJ mol�1 τ∞/s Ea/kJ mol�1 τ∞/s

LiX 3.4 ± 0.4 (1.7 ± 0.5) × 10�9 11.4 ± .1.7 (5.5 ± 3.4) × 10�11

NaX 4.2 ± 0.5 (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10�9 11.0 ± 0.7 (7.2 ± 2.1) × 10�11

KX 2.1 ± 0.4 (5.3 ± 1.6) × 10�9 8.0 ± 0.7 (2.5 ± 0.8) × 10�10

MgX Nd a Nd a 12.2 ± 1.4 (3.1 ± 1.6) × 10�11

CaX 3.1 ± 0.2 (1.1 ± 0.2) × 10�9 8.3 ± 0.5 (1.1 ± 0.3) × 10�10

SrX 3.1 ± 0.0 (4.5 ± 0.2) × 10�10 6.2 ± 0.9 (9.8 ± 4.2) × 10�10

BaX 3.1 ± 0.3 (7.2 ± 1.8) × 10�10 13.6 ± 1.2 (1.0 ± 0.5) × 10�11

C(s) 2.9 ± 0.3 (1.4 ± 0.4) × 10�9 11.5 ± 0.4 (1.1 ± 0.3) × 10�11

a Nd, no fraction detected. 

fact, the values for ∆H‡ and ∆S ‡ are quite similar to those
determined for bulk benzene and for benzene sorbed in the
large-pores of porous carbon.11 It was concluded that the acti-
vation process is dominated by interactions/collisions between
almost free benzene molecules, certainly in NaX and in KX.
In all cases, ∆S ‡ is negative, and we have previously argued
that this represents a “sticking” collision between the cyclo-
hexadienyl radical and one or more benzene molecules in the
activation step,9 since reorientation of an effectively isolated
molecule is expected to show a near zero ∆S ‡.137

We have also used LF-MuSRx to investigate the sorption and
dynamics of cyclohexadienyl radicals and dimethylcyclo-
hexadienyl radicals (derived from benzene and from p-xylene)
in Na-ZSM5, in silicalite and in Na-mordenite.157 Unlike the
faujasites,155 zeolites X and Y, which contain cages, ZSM5 and
mordenite both contain channels only. For cyclohexadienyl rad-
icals in ZSM5, silicalite and mordenite, a fraction was detected
with a common reorientational activation energy of ca. 5 kJ
mol�1; however, in both ZSM5 and silicalite there appeared a
secondary fraction with an activation energy of ca. 14 kJ mol�1.
This was absent in mordenite. Mordenite contains a single kind
of linear channel, which has a cross-section of ca. 7 Å; there-
fore, there is only one broad location for sorbed molecules,
namely within these channels, and the single distribution repre-
sents this. In ZSM5 and silicalite, the straight channels have a
cross-section of ca. 5.5 Å; there is also a zig-zag channel system
which provides a lateral interconnection of the straight chan-
nels. As we have already mentioned, at low loadings hydro-
carbon molecules tend to locate at the intersections of these
channels, but as the loading increases, molecules are forced to
occupy more restrictive sites within the channels themselves:
since loadings close to the saturation capacity of the zeolites
were employed, we believe the two distinct motional distribu-
tions represent the channel intersection and channel locations,
the latter having the higher activation energy. The results for
dimethylcyclohexadienyl radicals are rather similar, but indicate
slightly reduced activation energies. This is probably because
more limited molecular excursions are permitted for these
larger molecules within channels that are narrower than the
long-axis of p-xylene; for benzene, free rotation is allowed.
These results are in accord with those obtained from
2H-quadrupole-NMR measurements.158–160

12.2 PhCH�–OMu radicals sorbed in zeolite X

The effect of electron withdrawing substituents in reducing the
isotropic muon coupling in PhCH�–OMu was mentioned
before. Considering that association between the aromatic ring
and a cation exchanged into the zeolite might provide a similar
electron withdrawing influence, we sorbed benzaldehyde into a
series of cation-exchanged zeolite X samples. Changes in the
isotropic muon couplings were indeed found, which accord with
the formation of such π-complexes: in each series, Li�, Na�, K�

and Mg2�, Ca2�, Sr2�, Ba2�, the strength of this complexation
was found to decrease with the increasing radius of the cation,
the coupling being smallest for Li� and Mg2� cations.65 While

representing an advance in the study of molecular sorption by
zeolites, the effect noted is indirect, being one of perturbation
on the π-electrons of the radical, and does not determine
the influence of the cation on the reorientational motion of
the sorbed species. Nonetheless, logic would suggest that such
motion might be impeded, and increasingly so, by complex-
ation of increasing strength. This was investigated, and the
reorientational activation parameters for PhCHOMu� radicals
sorbed in cation-exchanged zeolite X were measured using
LF-MuSRx.10 Representative plots are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

In all cases, other than MgX, two clear maxima were identi-
fied. The nearly common activation energy of ca 3 kJ mol�1

(Table 6) measured for the low-temperature range among all the
samples is striking, and since it is the same as that attributed
previously 12 to benzaldehyde sorbed in the larger pores of por-
ous carbon—i.e. in an effectively bulk phase—we believe that
some proportion of the benzaldehyde is also sorbed as bulk in
zeolite X. This fraction could not be detected positively in
MgX. In contrast, the activation energies measured in the
higher temperature range vary appreciably according to which
exchange-cation is present. In both series, Li�  K� and Mg2�

 Sr2�, the activation energy (Ea) falls as the cation radius
increases, in accord with the reduced polarising-power and
hence weaker π-complexation to the cation, as we inferred from
the change in the isotropic muon couplings measured in these
samples. The relatively large Ea value measured in BaX is
anomalous, and is ascribed to a fraction excluded from the
supercages by large Ba2� cations which obstruct their access
windows.

12.3 Environmental surfaces

Free radicals feature strongly throughout Nature and hence are
central to environmental processes. In consequence of the
intense solar UV radiation in the upper atmosphere, halogen-
ated organic materials, such as organic solvents and CFC’s,
undergo photolysis forming free radicals, mainly in the strato-
sphere. Until fairly recently atmospheric processes have been
viewed as being those of pure gas reactions,161 but it is now
thought that atmospheric aerosols, clouds and dust particles
can provide surfaces on which reactions can occur with great
efficiency.162 Indeed, the presence of a background atmospheric
dust load, evenly spread through the atmosphere, has been
established.163 The quantity of atmospheric dust (mainly
clays) blown skywards by the desert winds is thought to amount
to perhaps 5–10 billion tonnes annually.164,165 To edge towards
a model system combining some of these ideas—specifically
to study the interaction of halocarbon radicals with clay
materials—a study was made of 1,1-dichloroethyl radicals
(MuCH2CCl2

�) sorbed on porous silica and on kaolin.13 An
activation energy of 10.6 ± 1.4 kJ mol�1 was determined for the
reorientational diffusion of 1,1-dichloroethyl radicals sorbed
on silica gel by TF-MuSR spectroscopy, which is confirmed by
LF-MuSRx measurements, which give a value of 10.9 ± 0.7 kJ
mol�1. Also according to TF-MuSR measurements, the
activation energy for this radical sorbed in kaolin powder
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is 11.0 ± 1.3 kJ mol�1, which is within the experimental error
obtained from an LF-MuSRx study (12.3 ± 0.8 kJ mol�1). The
LF-MuSRx method also reveals the presence of an additional,
more mobile, fraction of 1,1-dichloroethyl radicals in both
silica and kaolin with respective activation energies of 2.6 ± 0.4
and 2.4 ± 0.2 kJ mol�1. This, secondary, fraction is “invisible”
to TF-MuSR.

In the lower atmosphere the higher concentration of oxygen
makes an important contribution, and so the chemistry of the
troposphere is dominated by oxidation reactions, mediated
largely by �OH radicals.161 The plant kingdom emits enormous
quantities of hydrocarbons into the atmosphere, especially
terpenes from forests. Indeed the “Blue-Ridge-Mountains-of-
Virginia”, of Laurel and Hardy fame, appear blue behind the
haze caused by the tropospheric oxidation of pinenes and other
terpenes.165

When benzene is loaded into activated carbon, yielding
muonated cyclohexadienyl radicals, two relaxation maxima are
found (Fig. 11).11 The data obtained in the high temperature

range yield activation parameters, Ea = 26 kJ mol�1 and τ∞ =
2 × 10�16 s, while the lower temperature data set yields 6 kJ
mol�1 and 6 × 10�12 s, actually very similar to the values
obtained in bulk benzene. It is proposed that these differing
mobilities are a consequence of benzene molecules being con-
fined in pores of differing size: the fraction with lowest acti-
vation energy being from the larger pores (>20 Å), hence the
similarity in behaviour to bulk benzene, while the more
restricted motional behaviour corresponds to benzene confined
to micropores (4–20 Å). According to transition-state theory,
the pre-exponential factor in the latter corresponds to a large
positive entropy of activation of �52 J mol�1 K�1, which is
believed to represent the substantial increase in reorientational
freedom conferred to the benzene molecules as they escape
(“pop-out”) from these small pores into more spacious regions.

No such positive ∆S ‡ value is found for toluene or benzalde-
hyde sorbed in the same porous carbon,12 which strongly
implies that these molecules are unable to penetrate the very
small carbon pores (i.e. those toward the low-end of the 4–20 Å
range, which designates the “micropore” region). This accords
with our view 11 that the access holes to the micropores are very
narrow, and only just admit the molecules of unsubstituted
benzene; we suggest that increasing the molecular dimension by
even a CH3 or CHO substituent is sufficient to discourage
admission of the substrate. The second fraction, measured for
sorbed benzene, presents activation parameters which are all
very similar (Tables 1 and 2) to those measured in bulk-
benzene: this is reasonable if it is resident in the meso- and
macro-pores of the carbon structure (i.e. those of dimension
> 20 Å).

Fig. 11 LF-MuSRx plots for muonium adducts of benzene in
activated carbon, at a 20 wt% loading of benzene, showing 2 maxima
(see text).

In our previous studies of sorbed radicals using LF-
MuSRx,12–14 we ascribed negative ∆S ‡ values to reorientational
events that were not those of single molecules, but rather
involved “sticking-collisions” between molecules,9,13 so increas-
ing the molecular “ordering” as the activated state for the
process is achieved. We believe the situation is similar in these
present examples.

13 Concluding remarks

Having read this very general overview, I hope the reader is
convinced of the merits of MuSR, and ideally thinks that its
suite of methods may be able to do something for them! I have
used muons extensively in my research over several years now,
in parallel with a main EPR programme, to address problems
that would have remained intractable without them.

I have emphasised work which is relevant to “biological”
media, and to radicals formed in heterogeneous systems, such
as zeolite catalysts, and especially in environmentally important
solids: porous carbons, silica, clays, since they are components
of atmospheric aerosols. I would predict greater mention of
these in the future.
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